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Examiner 1
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Linda Barraclough, Gippsland historian and publisher, 2 recently sent me an account of an
early journey in Gippsland which mentioned a small group of Kurnai people. She noted: “I
was rather stunned to find this account of Gippsland in 1843, published in Launceston, and
then Hobart. It is particularly chilling, as it was just before the murder of Ronald Macalister,
but shows at least some of the tribe/s were developing a harmonious relationship with at least
some of the settlers.” 3
The article - nearly 5000 words in length - was spread over two editions of the Examiner.
What follows is comment and analysis with regards Morris’s notes on the Kurnai and in
particular the close proximity of the account to both the murder of Ronald Macalister and the
Warrigal Creek massacre as Linda Barraclough has so clearly identified. It should be noted

from the outset that Morris had all prejudices of the early Europeans against the original
occupants of the land. He stated: “I confess few persons could have had greater dislike to the
natives of Australia than myself” and that “treachery and revenge form a large part of their
character”. Morris’ position and attitudes towards the Kurnai was similar to the European
‘settlers’ in almost every regard. 4
Morris records the general situation of mistrust in Gippsland – almost certainly an indicator
of previous conflict – between the Kurnai and the Europeans and stated: “I have been
informed that ill blood existed between the blacks and settlers, and that four or five shepherds
and stockmen had been murdered, that it was unsafe to travel alone and unarmed in Gipps'
Land. I slept soundly nevertheless…” And again: “I will here incidentally mention that owing
to the settlers having hitherto had no communication with the natives, the original names
for places and rivers have not been adopted, which is to be regretted; the Tarra creek, for
example, is so named after a Goulburn black who accompanied the party in the Singapore
(my emphasis).” He also noted that no one could understand the Kurnai language stating “we
did not understand one word, as the dialect spoken in Gipps' Land is peculiar” again
indicating that communications between the groups was severely limited and of a relatively
recent occurrence.
He then described in detail the early morning visit of six Kurnai male youths – no doubt the
most adventurous amongst their group camped nearby on Tarra Creek - who visited the hut of
the Irishman in which he was residing. The Irishman, called ‘Mr. A.B.’ by Morris, then
proceeded to go through a number of dance routines which were expertly mimicked by his
visitors. At length he sketched a women on a piece of paper and ‘Jackey Jackey’ eventually
comprehended the request and “returned with a brace of sylvan nymphs, and presented one to
me, and one to Mr. A. B.” Morris noted “Jackey, no doubt, expected that I should proceed at
once to make love to the "lady," but I did not do so…” and amused her instead by producing
a mirror. Reading between the lines I suspect that ‘Mr. A.B’ was merely demonstrating to
Morris how easy it was to procure women or alternately showing him how it was done.
This example of communication gives some substance to the folk story that the murder of
Macalister was in reprisal for a shepherd throwing hot coals over the feet of Aborigines to get
rid of them and that after the murder they – possibly this same small group camped on Tarra
Creek – were nowhere to be found near the Port. Previously it had been thought that there had
been virtually no amicable contact between the groups and that as a state of hostility existed
between them the ‘hot coals’ story was a myth. But one can easily imagine a scene where,
having procured a women, or perhaps during a drinking session, the shepherd assaulted the
Aborigines with the coals to get rid of them. The ‘hot coals’ story thus is more likely.
After breakfast Morris and ‘Mr. A.B.’ visited the camp where he intended to purchase “some
nets, stone hatchets, &c.” and when they arrived “the 'gins' ran away into the bush like so
many emus”. Their only contact appears to have been with the six youths who had visited
them previously before breakfast. As well as trading with Morris the youths demonstrated to
the visitors the art of tree climbing, a “sham kangaroo hunt” and a “sham fight.”

Unfortunately Morris gives us no idea of the size of the group or its composition but merely
mentions the ‘youths’ and ‘gins’. There is no indication of others in the camp – children, the
elderly or mature men. Again I suspect that the group was small – as little as 16 or so and a
maximum of about 30 – and that this may have been the only group in contact with
Europeans in South Gippsland.
This appears to have been Morris’ only contact with the Kurnai during his month long stay.
He noted that the “family at Merriman's Creek informed me that although they were the first
settlers in Gipps' Land, and had been there nearly two years, yet they had never seen a
native.” One wonders what family he was quoting and how truthful his informant was.
Merriman’s Creek was part of the Coadyvale Run taken up by PC Buckley fairly early in the
piece and the ‘nearly two years residence’ could indicate a family of an employee of Buckley
or the squatter himself. The Buckley diary, 5 though only commenced after Warrigal Creek,
clearly indicates that this statement made to Morris was false with a number of examples of
hunting the Kurnai and of them spearing stock to be found in it. 6 The absence of any sighting
of the Kurnai on the other hand supports the general conflict statements made by Morris
above. However it is most unlikely that this source was unaware of their presence - in
particular with regards the spearing of stock. It is also of note that this location was adjacent
to, and not too distant from, the site of the massacre at Warrigal Creek that occurred
following Macalister’s murder.
Morris is almost prescient of the Macalister murder and the Warrigal Creek massacre when
he stated: “Now it is certain that a settler must sooner or later come into hostile collision with
the natives. The blacks probably begin the attack by spearing cattle; the settlers resent this; a
shepherd is murdered, and then retaliation ensues. It is therefore obviously the duty of
government to protect both parties as far as possible, but alas, both by acts of commission and
omission, they have augmented the ill-blood which exists between the settlers and natives…”
We can conclude by saying Morris has added a new dimension to the story of the conflict in
Gippsland - that there was definitely some contact between Kurnai and Europeans prior to
Warrigal Creek. And that a ‘peace’ of sorts had been established between a small group of
Kurnai and European shepherds at least in this one location. Morris indicates that the most
likely reason for this ‘peace’ was for the Europeans – or even one European “Mr. A.B.” – to
procure women, most likely by providing or sharing alcohol. It is quite possible that this was
the only contact established at this time and that “Mr. A.B.” was the perpetrator who threw
the hot coals on the Kurnai to get rid of them and the youths Morris had met, including
‘Jackey Jackey’, were his victims. And following Ronald Macalister’s demise and their rapid
departure from Tarra Creek victims again of the ferocious reprisal by Europeans at Warrigal
Creek and other locations.
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